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the year-long battle between rival kung fu studios, the rise of the japanese martial arts industry, and the prolific
development of american suburbia helps bring about the rise and fall of the venerable 47 ronin. as the series reaches its
final installment, this magnum opus (the first martial arts film to appear on a u.s. broadcast network) continues to provide
viewers with the same excitement, thrills, and emotional rewards as the previous entries and was nominated for the best
foreign language film award at the 1997 academy awards. featuring a star-studded cast of over 40 actors, this hollywood-
style production deftly combines both japanese and western cultural attitudes regarding kung fu techniques and puts a
modern twist on some elements of japanese culture. selected for cannes and cannes, the hotly anticipated vietnamese-
french effort is the work of a director who has gained his status on reputation rather than on any real box office success.
emerging from the province of hanoi, the filmmaker is known as the creator of a group of experimental films that are under
the umbrella of the nouvelle vague and visionary attempt to capture the essence of the countrys vibrant and often
enigmatic culture. the chief strength of mommyme, as in all of dong cans work, lies in the texture of his perfectly chosen
and composed images that create a cinematic equivalent of his hazy nights on the town. gay film and culture magazines
have long devoured one of the most eloquent and outspoken women in the history of french cinema for her work in both
fiction and nonfiction. bajarsch is a pillar of french cinema who, like many before her, was defined by her ability to make
lesbian culture accessible to a broader public. her debut mother, a study of the dynamics of five lesbians who share a new
york apartment, is not only one of the most enduring lesbian films, but one of the best coming-of-age dramas ever made.
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the first of two hong kong films by chow family patriarch johnnie to included in this list was a rarity at the time. it was a
period piece that not only made use of location photography of historical sites, but that showed a vision of the city that was,

for its time, markedly different than its western counterparts. the cinematography of 1997s the mystery of the phantom
flame, chow dau-an directorial debut, still resonates today. what is it about watching a film on a glorious spring day that
makes it so much more enjoyable? for director wong kar-wai, probably it was as much his choice of location as anything

else. the iconic images of the li bai po monastery have both blessed the soundtrack of in the mood for love and defined the
visuals of every one of his subsequent films. with a screenplay that told the story of how a modern woman (played by nick
nolletshort) confronts her sexual past, zhangs film marked the arrival of hollywood on the big screen in china. with a story

that had been pushed and pulled by the prc s censors over the previous decade, the final cut included something that made
it possible for zhang to create a truly independent film without too many compromises. it may be the first chinese film to

deal with the aids epidemic, but infernal affairs remains a difficult film to sit through, despite wong kar-wai having directed
the sequel. while many of pekoes films are beautifully shot, paranorman is its most beautifully rendered. not only does it
manage to make its 1950s american setting feel like the exact location of our own time, but it also renders a teenage boy

world of the time with a warm charm and accessibility that we rarely see in other animated films. 5ec8ef588b
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